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This booklet describes and discusses the theoretical foundations of the VIEW model, illustrating its
unique integration of a variety of theories and concepts. The report also explains and discusses each
of the three dimensions of the model, and summarizes the specific rationale for each dimension. It
provides the foundational information to enable trained professionals to understand, analyze, and
interpret the model and the measure that operationalizes the model.
The three dimensions of VIEW (Orientation to Change, Manner of Processing, and Ways of
Deciding) were selected deliberately because they reflected our combined understanding of
problem-solving style. Each dimension efficiently and practically brings together important
constructs from a wide variety of theoretical approaches. We found that these three dimensions
could easily be the basis for meaningful individual and group feedback, that is managed and used
constructively. Each dimension is based on our research and experience and reflects the ways in
which people act when engaged in the problem-solving process. We also noted that the strength of
a specific preference varies from individual to individual. For some one style may be very clear, and
well defined. For others that same style may be more moderate.
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Foundations of the VIEW Model of Problem Solving
Style
There are many style-related models and theories. Some lack any scientific evidence or support
while others are based on extensive research and field experience. This resource describes a model
that falls into the second category: the VIEW model of problem solving style. This booklet describes
and discusses the theoretical foundations of the VIEW model, reviewing contributions from several
areas. We also discuss each of the three dimensions described by the model, and summarize the
specific rationale for each dimension. This booklet, along with its companion pieces, provides both
the foundational information and psychometric data necessary to enable trained professionals to
understand, analyze, and interpret the model. These resources also address implications for
research, development, and practice in relation to creative problem solving and change
management. Finally, the goal of this booklet is to link the model to the development and use of the
VIEW Assessment of Problem Solving Style, which was created to operationalize the model.

VIEW is Based on Deep Theoretical Foundations
Before exploring the conceptual model for VIEW, it is important to review its deeper theoretical
foundations. We can start with our definition of problem-solving styles as:

Consistent individual differences in the ways people prefer to plan and carry out generating and
focusing activities, in order to gain clarity, produce ideas, and prepare for action.
This definition is based on two broad areas of theory. The first is referred to as psychology of the
person, and includes the aspects of individual differences (including style). The second is creativity
and creative problem solving.

Consistent Individual Differences
VIEW is based on the principle that people possess a variety of characteristics or qualities that form
a person’s character and propel them to think, feel, and behave in certain consistent ways. This is
very close to how the field of behavioral science defines personality. There is no universallyaccepted theory of personality which has led to a variety of theories (Feist, Feist & Roberts, 2018;
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Schultz & Schultz, 2016).
One well-known theory (McCrae & Costa, 1997; McCrae, Terracciano, & 78 members of the
Personality Profiles of Cultures Project, 2005) attempts to explain of personality in terms of five
factors (neuroticism, extraversion, openness to experience, agreeableness, and conscientiousness)
that are common to all human groups. However, even this “Big Five” theory and model may not be
invariant across all human societies (Gurven, von Rueden, Massenkoff, Kaplan, & Vie, 2013).
Most theorists would agree that the deeper aspects of personality are stable (Guilford, 1959),
there is also strong support for the notion that personality develops dynamically as individuals
respond to their environment (Murray, 1938; 1951).

Once important perspective was provided by Lewin (1935, 1951) who asserted that all behavior
is a function of people and their environment. Many forces and factors combine and interact to
influence human behavior. More recently, this idea has been referred to as person-environment (PE) fit – and asserts that behavior, attitudes, and well-being are determined jointly by the person and
his or her environment. P-E fit has to do with the compatibility that occurs when individual and
environment characteristics are well matched (Edwards, Caplan, & Harrison, 1998; Kristof-Brown &
Guay, 2011). There is no single, over-arching theory of P-E fit, rather there is a wide breadth of
theoretical perspectives comprised within the general area (Caplan & Harrison, 1993; Edwards,
2008; van Vianen, 2018) – a family of theory.

The theoretical foundations of VIEW, are more specifically based on the following:
•

Individuals constantly engage in appraising their environments and adapting their behavior,
stemming from both the environment and their personality, in order to pursue their wellbeing (Cognitive-Motivational-Relational Theory, Lazarus, 1991; 1993; 1999; Lazarus &
Smith, 1988).

•

Human functioning is based upon a dynamic interplay of intrapersonal influences, the
behavior people actually engage in, and environmental forces that affect these (Social
Learning/Social Cognitive Theory, Bandura (1969; 2001; 2018).
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•

The social environment catalyzes intra- and interpersonal individual differences in relation
to peoples’ needs for competence, relatedness, and autonomy (Self-Determination
Theory/Cognitive Evaluation Theory, Deci & Ryan, 2008; Deci, Olafson, & Ryan, 2017; Ryan &
Deci, 2000).

•

Feeling and thinking are inextricably linked. Positive emotions and belief in oneself
broadens cognitive capability (Positive emotion and upward spirals, Fredrickson, 2013;
Fredrickson & Joiner, 2002 & 2018; Self-efficacy theory, Bandura, 1977). “Feelings…because
of their inextricable ties to the body…come first in development and retain a primacy that
subtly pervades our mental life…since what comes first constitutes a frame of reference for
what comes after, feelings have a say on how the rest of the brain and cognition go about
their business” (Damasio, 2005:159-160).

•

Individuals are capable of monitoring and controlling their thinking, emotions, and actions
(Metacognitive Theory – Flavell, 1979; 2004; Schraw & Moshman, 1995). When individuals
collaborate, they are capable of controlling, monitoring, and improving each other’s
knowledge, thinking, emotions, and actions (Social meta-cognition – Chiu & Kuo, 2009; Jost,
Kruglanski, & Nelson, 1998; Zone of Proximal Development – Frawley, 1997; Vygotsky,
1978).

From the perspective of the psychology of the person, many factors influence behavior. Style
operates between deeper aspects of the personality and conscious thinking, feeling, and behaving.

In the Ways people prefer to…
We define problem-solving style as a preference. Within the broad field of the behavioral sciences,
and cognitive psychology in particular, the idea that style belonged at the intersection of deeper
aspects of personality and observed behavior has a long history. Allport (1937), was one of the
earliest scholars to use the term “style” within his broader work on personality. He described style
as a person's typical or habitual mode of problem solving, thinking, perceiving, and remembering.
Witkin, Moore, Goodenough, and Cox (1977) characterized styles as individual differences in the
ways people perceive, think, solve problems, learn, and relate to others.
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Kogan (1973:160) indicated that:
“…styles can be most directly defined as individual variations in modes of perceiving, remembering,
and thinking, or as distinctive ways of apprehending, storing, transforming, and utilizing
information. It may be noted that abilities also involve the foregoing properties, but a difference in
emphasis should be noted: Abilities concern level of skill—the more and less of performance—
whereas cognitive styles give greater weight to the manner and form of cognition.”
Kogan (1973) developed a three-fold theoretical classification of styles. The first of these were
style theories and measures that were directly linked to accuracy of performance. The second were
those that did not directly link to accuracy of performance or ability, but held a value distinction –
that one style may be better or more valued than another. The third category included those styles
that were purely stylistic – in that they did not imply a value judgment.

•

Our theoretical basis for problem-solving style rests on the fundamental theory of style
(Kagan & Kogan, 1970; Kozhevnikov, Evans, & Kosslyn, 2014; Messick, 1994), as well as the
theoretical distinction provided by Kogan (1973). We aim to approach problem-solving style
within the pure and value-neutral style orientation so that the model and measure are
considered inclusive, and that all styles are considered potentially valuable.

There are many (some assert, too many) notions, models, or concepts of style. As a result of
our Cognitive Styles Project (detailed later) we settled on, and then integrated three main concepts:
psychological type, cognitive style, and learning style.

Carry out generating and focusing in order to gain clarity, generate ideas, and
prepare for action.
This aspect of our definition of problem-solving style relates to the general area of creativity and
the ubiquitous nature of creative problem solving (CPS). There are many theories of creativity (e.g.
Runco & Albert, 1990; Treffinger, Isaksen, & Firestien, 1983). One family or category of creativity
theory is referred to as cognitive, rational, and semantic. It includes those theories that outline
certain cognitive skills and abilities associated with creativity (Guilford, 1959; Mumford &
Gustafson, 1988; Ward, Smith, & Vaid, 1997), theories of mental association (Koestler, 1964;
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Mednick, 1962; Rothenberg, 1971), how language is linked to thinking and problem solving (Ogden
& Richards, 1927; Upton, 1941; Lakoff & Johnson, 1999), and those who put forward a phasal
notion of the creative process (Hadamard, 1945; Rossman, 1931; Wallas, 1926). This family of
creativity theory is most closely associated with the main purpose of this booklet.
Carl Rogers (Rogers, 1962, 65) offered a theory of creativity aimed at explaining the creative
process. He stated: “My definition, then, of the creative process is that it is the emergence in action
of a novel relational product, growing out of the uniqueness of the individual on the one hand, and
the materials, events, people, or circumstances of his life on the other.”
He linked the need for creativity to societal demands, laid out inner and environmental
conditions that foster creativity, and identified a series of hypotheses that would put the theory to
work. As with many other theories of creativity, Rogers (1962) places creativity at the intersection
of the individual with his or her environment, and emphasizes the role of process.
The cognitive, rational, and semantic theories provide a deep foundation for approaches to the
creative process. The most well-known of these is creative problem solving (CPS). Osborn (1953) is
credited with the initial description of CPS, and was a well-known practitioner within the field of
advertising. There are some who assert that CPS has no theoretical foundations – it’s all about
practice. However, in an earlier publication Osborn (1948) identified a number of his theoretical
antecedents, including Crawford (1937), Dewey (1910), O’Connor (1945), Spearman (1931), and
Wallas (1926), among others. What all of these sources have in common is a theoretical orientation
to adjusting and adapting to the tension between the way things are, and the way people want
them to be – a basic tenet of problem solving (MacNair & Elliott, 1992).
•

Creativity can be productively defined and deliberately developed.

•

The creative process involves both generating (divergent thinking) and focusing (convergent
thinking) operating within a dynamic balance (e.g. Treffinger, Schoonover, & Selby, 2013).

•

The current approach to Creative Problem Solving is one way to unleash creative talent for
individuals, groups and teams, and within organizations (e.g. Isaksen, 2020).
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The Conceptual Model for VIEW
The VIEW Model of Problem Solving Style draws upon, and uniquely integrates, theory and research
from the psychology of the person and creativity and creative problem solving. The Cognitive Styles
Project was an applied research project that integrated these two deep theoretical areas, and
focused on the three main constructs of learning style, cognitive style, and psychological type. The
dimensions of VIEW include a unique integration of these constructs. The VIEW model of problemsolving style is presented in Figure 1. (Note— because we are always asked: VIEW is not an
acronym; it is the name of the model.)

Problem Solving
Style Dimensions
Orientation to Change (OC)
Explorer – Developer
Manner of Processing (MP)
External – Internal
Ways of Deciding (WD)
Person - Task

LEARNING
STYLE

CREATIVITY AND
CREATIVE PROBLEM
SOLVING

COGNITIVE
STYLE

Cognitive Styles
Project

PSYCHOLOGICAL
TYPE

PSYCHOLOGY OF THE
PERSON

Figure 1. Conceptual Model for VIEW

These threads of theory, research and experience began to coalesce around a program of
research called the Cognitive Styles Project initiated by Isaksen and Treffinger in 1982 that involved
more than two decades of inquiry. The major goal of the program was to improve our
understanding of the connection of person and process in the study and practice of creativity.
The program investigated the conceptual and practical relationships between aspects and
characteristics of the creative person, and the operations of the creative process. The research is
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described in more detail in Isaksen (1987, 1995, 2004), Isaksen and Dorval (1993), or Isaksen and
Treffinger (1985). Emerging from that foundation were three important components or “building
blocks” in the development of our model: learning style, psychological type, and cognitive style.
Figure 1 illustrates the theoretical and conceptual structure for our work on style: the foundations,
the building blocks, and the three dimensions of problem solving style described by the VIEW
Model: Orientation to Change (OC), Manner of Processing (MP), and Ways of Deciding (WD). At the
base of Figure 1 (above), are the expanding and dynamic CPS framework itself, an understanding of
the psychology of the person, and their interactions. These form the core foundation of the VIEW
Model.

Foundation: Creativity and CPS
Osborn’s work provided the early foundation for the development of numerous creativity
development programs and courses, and was guided by the available psychological knowledge of
the time. One important outgrowth of Osborn’s work involved the development of an instructional
program (Parnes, 1967; Parnes, Noller & Biondi, 1977) and the testing of its effectiveness (Parnes,
1987; Parnes & Noller, 1972, 1973a, 1973b, 1974; Reese, Treffinger, Parnes & Kaltsounis, 1976).
Although Osborn’s most well-known contributions emphasized the practical application of human
imagination, he also drew clearly upon knowledge and literature about the psychology of the
individual and the nature of creativity in the person.
For more than three decades, much of our work at both the Center for Creative Learning and
the Creative Problem Solving Group has focused on the development, delivery, evaluation, and
improvement of problem-solving methods and tools. Through the continuing collaboration between
our organizations, the CPS framework (Isaksen, Dorval, & Treffinger, 2011; Treffinger, Isaksen, &
Stead-Dorval, 2006) is widely applied throughout the world, in both educational and organizational
settings, by individuals and groups of all ages— from young children through adulthood. The CPS
framework has evolved through more than 60 years of research, development, and implementation
(Isaksen & Treffinger, 2004; Treffinger & Isaksen, 2005), and is supported by extensive evidence for
its impact and effectiveness (you can download a compendium of evidence containing more than
1000 studies from www.cpsb.com). Through training in CPS, individuals and groups working in
organizational settings can become more proficient when solving problems or managing change.
The literature supports the conclusion that the skills needed for creative thinking and creative
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problem solving can be taught or nurtured through practice (e.g., Basadur & Hausdorf, 1996;
Isaksen & Treffinger, 1991; Isaksen & De Schryver, 2000; Torrance, 1987; Treffinger, Schoonover, &
Selby, 2013).
Our current approach to CPS (CPS Version 6.1™; Isaksen (2020), Isaksen, Dorval, & Treffinger,
2011; Treffinger, Isaksen, & Stead-Dorval, 2006) is a multi-dimensional system. Although it provides
a variety of powerful, cognitive, rational tools and strategies for solving problems and managing
change, it also involves explicit consideration of the person, the context, and the need. Thus, the
manner in which one learns these skills, the application of those skills, the manner in which one
approaches the situation and tools, and one’s level of creative productivity, acting alone or in
groups, are all influenced, at least in part, by the individual characteristics people bring to the
learning or problem-solving situation (Schoonover, 1996; Martinsen & Kaufmann, 1999). Being able
to identify a learner’s style and differentiate instruction based on that information is effective in
promoting greater retention, application, and transfer of content (Dunn, Beaudry, & Klavas, 1989).
An individual’s or a group’s creative productivity can likewise be enhanced if there is an
understanding of the individual creative styles involved (e.g., Basadur & Head, 2001; Main,
Delcourt, & Treffinger, 2019; Selby, 1997b; Treffinger & Selby, 1993).
Individuals view problems and their solutions differently, based on their style. There is no “one
right way” to apply CPS that can be prescribed for all people or for all opportunities and challenges;
today’s understanding of the flexibility and the power of CPS, for individuals or for groups, begins
with respect and support for the diversity and uniqueness of people and their ability to personalize
the ways in which they apply any process methodology. Indeed, it would be strangely inconsistent
to discuss “Creative” Problem Solving as a prescriptive set of steps that must be learned and applied
in a fixed or uniform way by everyone!
We recognize, then, that all individuals may approach the tasks of clarifying opportunities and
challenges, generating ideas, and preparing for creative action in very different ways. Some
individuals seek out originality, others respond cautiously. Some search for data, understanding and
solutions very broadly, following tangents wherever they lead; others search following a planned
focused path. Some proliferate ideas; others produce just enough promising ideas to keep the
process moving. While some individuals prefer a methodical, in-depth approach, others look for
immediate action. These differences can be beneficial or detrimental to the problem-solving
success of individuals and groups. Gaining an understanding and appreciation of one’s style is an
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important first step in the development of the metacognitive skills needed to choose behaviors,
tools, and strategies, and to apply techniques that contribute to productivity. This understanding is
also consistent with contemporary understandings of complex human learning and with the ways in
which people construct meaning and become effective, self-managing learners and creative
producers.

Foundation: Psychology of the Person
In planning and developing the VIEW Model, we realized that a variety of theoretical and research
approaches would contribute to our work in unique ways. Therefore, the VIEW Model of Problem
Solving Style builds on theory and research from several broad areas, and draws from three
concepts in particular (represented in the center row of Figure 1 above); these are learning style,
cognitive style, and psychological type. From learning styles we were particularly interested in the
idea that learning preferences, when really important to the learner, can be become key factors in
one's success when trying to learn new and difficult material. From an extensive study of cognitive
style, we were challenged to broaden our understanding of problem-solving style and to separate
creative level from creative style. From psychological type we were particularly interested in the
constructive use of differences and the functions of perception and judgment.

Learning Style
Hilgersom-Volk (1987) defined learning styles simply as the “unique internal processes that guide
how we take in information from our environment” (p. 9). Gregorc (1979) described learning styles
as “mind-qualities that serve as mediators as we learn from and act upon our environment” (p. 19).
Vital to our survival, these mind-qualities persist even as goals and content change. Kolb (1981)
looked at preferences along two intersecting continua: Converger/Diverger and
Accommodator/Assimilator. These represent the major ways in which people differ as they perceive
and process information. Convergers perceive through thinking or abstract conceptualization and
process through active experimentation or doing. Divergers perceive through concrete experience
and process through reflective observation. Accommodators are individuals who also prefer to take
in information through concrete experience but who process using active experimentation. Lastly,
Assimilators have preferences for reflective observation and abstract conceptualization. Gregorc
(1985) also viewed style as the influence of preferences along two intersecting continua: concrete
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to random, and abstract to sequential (with four possible combinations representing styles).
Gregorc viewed these stylistic characteristics as “powerful indictors of deep underlying
psychological forces that help guide a person’s interactions with existential realities (1985, p. 54).”
Dunn and Dunn (1978; Dunn, 1984) considered style to be multi-faceted. Their model includes
21 elements of style distributed in the categories of environmental, emotional, sociological,
physical, and psychological. Of special interest in the development of the VIEW model were the
elements involving the need for structure, the need for proximity to authority, persistence, working
alone or in groups, and the psychological elements of analytic/global and reflective/impulsive. The
Dunns noted that some individuals learn best in well-structured environments following a wellstructured plan while others find that their ability to absorb new and difficult information is limited
by structure. Likewise, working close to authority figures enables some individuals, whereas others
find the proximity of an authority disabling. The importance of the need for (and the response to)
authority and structure in understanding an individual’s problem-solving and change-management
style were reinforced by the findings of Houtz, Selby, Esquivel, Okoye, Peters, and Treffinger
(2003a) and Alter (2000).
A key understanding from the learning style research of Dunn and Dunn (1978) is that each
element impacts learners at one of three levels of intensity. Some individuals are not affected at all
by some of the elements. For these individuals, the presence or absence of the element plays no
part in the individual’s ability to learn new and difficult material. Other elements may enhance
learning, although learning will continue even if the element of style is not addressed. However,
when that element is addressed, the individual’s performance might improve. The Dunns described
this level as a preference. For some persons, there are other elements of style that must be
addressed appropriately if new and difficult material is to be learned successfully; such an element
is a factor in the person’s style. We theorized that the various elements of problem-solving style
also have varying levels of impact on an individual’s productivity. For some, in some situations, a
certain element may have little or no impact, while other elements may represent preferences, and
a few may be so essential for the person that, if they are not addressed appropriately, productivity
may be extraordinarily difficult to attain. For instance, if a person prefers to work with a wellestablished structure and none is provided, he or she might focus all available energy on
establishing structure before even considering a given problem.
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Psychological Type
The concept of type can be traced back to the Ancient Romans and Greeks (Vernon, 1973). Jung’s
(1923, 1971) typology may have been influenced by the classical division of the temperaments, but
was certainly supported by his psychoanalytic practice and empirical research. He developed his
theory of psychological type over many years and focused initially on preferences for introversion
and extraversion (which Myers, McCaulley, Quenk, & Hammer [1998] described as complementary
attitudes and orientations of energy or the direction in which a person’s interest flows). Is the
individual’s focus on the outer world of actions, objects and people, or the inner world of concepts
and ideas? These preferences influence when, during the process of problem solving, an individual
will choose to engage others and the environment, and the preference for verbal vs. non-verbal
interaction. Extraverts tend to engage others and the environment verbally and actively from the
outset, modifying ideas as information is received and exchanged. Introverts tend to engage the
world actively after reflection on non-verbal input, after ideas have carefully and quietly
considered.
Jung (1923, 1971) extended this initial interest by defining two opposing perceptual functions:
sensation and intuition, referring to information gathering processes. These functions addressed
the question: does the individual base perception on the immediate, real facts of experience and
life, or the possibilities, relationships, and meanings of experience? Those with a well-developed
preference for sensing tend to focus on details and what is practical. They seem to be careful and
specific, preferring to begin with the concrete facts of the case and then move to the formation of
more abstract ideas. Those with a well-developed preference for intuition tend to focus on
inspiration and meaning. They look for insight, patterns and general concepts, beginning with
abstract ideas from which will emerge concrete plans.
Jung (1923, 1971) also theorized two opposing judging functions: thinking and feeling. These
referred to the ways in which individuals make decisions and reach conclusions. Are an individual’s
decisions made objectively and impersonally, considering causes and logical outcomes, or
subjectively and personally, weighing values of each choice and how it will affect others? People
with a thinking orientation prefer to stay detached from emotion during problem solving while they
search for well-reasoned conclusions or solutions. They tend to stress logical principles, order,
standards, and rigor. They prefer to begin by offering a critique, finding the flaws in a plan or idea,
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and mastering the material. Those with a feeling orientation prefer to stay tuned to emotions. They
attend to personal relationships, seeking harmony in their outcomes. Their judgments are based on
their appreciation of people and things.
Type theory was expanded (Myers & McCaulley, 1985; Myers, et. al., 1998) with the addition of
two attitudes to the outer world: judging and perceiving. These orientations influence how one
approaches the other three dimensions described by the theory. Does the individual prefer a
decisive, planned, and orderly way of life, aimed at regulating and controlling events, or a
spontaneous, flexible way of life, aimed at understanding life and adapting to it? Those with a
judging orientation prefer to begin the problem-solving process with a clear structure and to work
with an orderly, consistent, predictable plan until they reach closure. Those with a perceiving
orientation seem to prefer dynamic structure and planning, marked by open exploration through
which structure emerges, but is ever fluid, stimulated by new and different ideas, and experience.
Lawrence (1996, 1997) looked at the connections between type and learning styles. He went
beyond an emphasis on the behaviors, representing strengths and possible blind spots associated
with each type, and added an emphasis on the values and priorities that provide the motivating
energy that supports behavior. He proposed that individuals of a particular type exhibit very clear
learning preferences. If those preferences are not respected and addressed appropriately during
instruction or training, students may well be unable “to bring their best energies and effort to the
learning tasks (1996, p. 15).” Understanding type enables a learner to choose the learning tools and
techniques that will provide the best results. Teachers and trainers who develop instructional
approaches with type and learning preferences in mind may be expected to offer learners varied
opportunities to maximize their energies.
Psychological type theory and research guided us in refining and articulating our definition of
problem-solving style and in formulating the basic structure and organization of constructs that are
important to assess in a measure of problem-solving style. While psychological type theories and
measures provide a rich and deep understanding of important clusters (or “types”) in personality
studies, we sought to examine important constructs that focused more specifically on problem
solving and change management, but were absent from other approaches to cognitive style or
creativity style. We were also influenced by the emphasis in the psychological type literature on the
constructive use of human differences.
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Cognitive Style
Systematic inquiry and development in the area of cognitive style may date back to a symposium at
the 1949 American Psychological Association conference on “Personal and Social Factors in
Perception” (Witkin & Goodenough, 1981). Areas of investigation were: constricted-flexible
control, leveling-sharpening, equivalence range, tolerance of unrealistic experiences, and field
dependence-independence. Guilford (1980) also discussed field dependence-independence. Field
independence has value to creativity in as much as it involves a preference for transformation
seeking. Guilford (1986) also noted that when dealing with different kinds of operations, some
individuals seemed to prefer divergent thinking while others preferred convergent thinking.
According to Martinsen and Kaufmann (1999), cognitive style involves the overlap of the
independent constructs of personality and cognition, and can be located where cognition and
personality intersect. The existence of this intersection was most recently supported in a study
involving Cattell's 16 PF (Isaksen, Kaufmann, Bakken, in preparation). Several other studies support
this view. Gryskiewicz (1982), Carne and Kirton (1982), Tefft (1990), Jacobson (1993), and
Gryskiewicz and Tullar (1995) all noted significant correlations between assessments of cognitive
style and psychological type, specifically the Kirton Adaption Innovation Inventory (KAI; Kirton,
1976, 1999) and the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI®; Myers, et al., 1998). Of particular note,
Adaptors, as identified by the KAI, seemed to identify strongly with Sensing and Judging type
preferences, as identified by the MBTI®, while Innovators identified more strongly with Intuition and
Perceiving preferences (Isaksen, Lauer, & Wilson, 2003).
Cattell, Eber, and Tatsuoka (1970) looked at style along several continua or “Factors.” “Factor
G” placed an individual on continuum between preferences for the Expedient or Conscientious.
Those whose behavior indicated an Expedient preference disregarded rules and felt few obligations
toward others, while those with a conscientious orientation behaved in a preserving, moralistic, or
rule-bound manner. “Factor M” had to do with preferences along the Practical/Imaginative
dimension, with the Practical being defined as careful, conventional, and regulated by external
realities, while the Imaginative was defined as careless in practical matters, unconventional, and
absentminded. The Conservative/Experimenting dimension was labeled “Factor Q1.” Conservatives
demonstrated respect for established ideas and tolerance of traditional difficulties. Experimenters
were described as liberal and analytical, with preferences for innovation and radicalism. The
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tendency to be Shy or Venturesome was addressed by “Factor H.” A Shy individual was restrained,
threat-sensitive, and sensitive, while one who was Venturesome was socially bold, uninhibited and
spontaneous. Tough-Minded individuals who were self-reliant, realistic and no-nonsense types
were described by “Factor F,” in contrast with the Tender-minded, who were intuitive, unrealistic
and sensitive. Lastly, the Reserved—detached, critical, cool and impersonal—and the
Warmhearted, who were outgoing, interested in people, and easy-going, represented the “Factor
A” scores.
Efforts to understand management initiatives led Kirton (1961) to his study of cognitive style
and the development of Adaption-Innovation (AI) theory. He noted two types of managers. One
type initiated change that generally remained within the framework of the current paradigm. These
individuals understood the system. They were able to use the system and current structure to get
things done. He referred to these managers as adaptors. Adaptors were resourceful, efficient,
organized, and dependable; but were sometimes also viewed as closed-minded and dogmatic. In
groups they supplied stability, order, and continuity. Innovators, on the other hand, initiated
change that was often considered radical by others. They often viewed the current paradigm as the
source of the problem. They were original, energetic, individualistic, spontaneous, and insightful,
but were sometimes viewed by others as impractical, abrasive, and the source of confusion.
Innovators offered many varied and unusual ideas and suggestions but often were not strong in
selecting the most promising idea and having it implemented.
Martinsen and Kaufmann (1999) proposed two preferred approaches to creativity along a single
continuum. Their Assimilator-Explorer (A-E) theory was influenced by cognitive psychology and the
developmental psychology of Piaget. Their approach was based on the observation that some
subjects “spontaneously vary their solution strategies without any prompting by task requirements
or instructions. These subjects were labeled Explorers. Those who followed the pre-specified
algorithm throughout were labeled Assimilators” (p. 227). Martinsen and Kaufmann’s work differed
from Kirton’s in that Kirton set the distinction between Adaptors and Innovators in the context of
problem solving in general and based his work on observations of change processes in
organizations, while A-E theory was located within the more specific domain of creativity.
Theory and research on cognitive style influenced our work on the development of our model in
several ways. One major influence involved separating people’s level of creativity from their style of
creativity, with the resulting emphasis on people’s preferred ways of accessing, expressing, and
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applying their creativity. In addition, scholarship on cognitive style emphasized the importance and
value of looking beyond isolated personality traits alone, and emphasizing “higher-order” variables
relating to information-processing strategies. Work on cognitive style (as well as learning style) also
supported our emphasis on the importance of using value-neutral style labels and descriptions.

Linking Person and Process
Several important areas of psychological theory and research contributed to our conceptual work.
These included, for example, contemporary work on personality, individual differences, the
construction of meaning, and metacognition.

Numerous approaches and models focus on a

psychological understanding of the person or personality (e.g., Cattell & Gibbons, 1968; Cattell, Eber,
& Tatsuoka, 1970; Costa & McCrae, 1985; Eysenck, 1947; Guilford, 1975; Guilford, Zimmerman &
Guilford, 1976; McCrae & Costa, 1987; McCrae & John, 1992; Tellegen, 1982, 1985). Some suggest
that personality traits can be viewed as hierarchically arranged, with narrow and specific traits at
lower levels, and global or broader trait dimensions or domains above (Goldberg, 1993; Costa &
McCrae, 1995). Other views of personality focus on the “Big Five” dimensions of characteristics or
traits: extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional stability, and openness (e.g.,
Bayne, 1995, Costa & McCrae, 1992; Digman, 1990; Howard & Howard, 1995; McCrae, 1992; Norman,
1963). Goldberg (1992) reviewed the emergence of the ‘Big Five’ factors of personality theory with
the comment that, “...an age-old scientific problem has begun to look tractable (p. 26).” Goldsmith
(1994) divided the broad concept of personality into three main types of individual difference
variables: intellectual and spatial abilities, personality traits, and cognitive styles.
Scholarly interest in individual differences has also been well established (Dillon, 1985; Dillon &
Schmeck, 1983; Willerman, 1979) as a fundamental concern in psychological studies of the person.
Creativity researchers have used two main approaches to investigate such differences (Selby, Shaw,
& Houtz, 2005). Researchers interested in creative abilities, competence, and degree of performance
focused primarily on level of creativity (e.g., Albert, 1983; Guilford, 1986; Spearman, 1927, 1931;
Terman, 1925; Thurstone, 1927; Torrance, 1979), that is, how creative the individual is or was. Others
have been more concerned with the mode, manner, preference or style of creativity (e.g., Kirton,
1987; Kogan, 1973; Messick, 1976) referring to the ways in which a person is or was creative.
It is now widely accepted that people bring a wide breadth of abilities, potentials, and style
preferences to learning and to the application of what is learned (e.g., Armstrong, 1994, 1998; Brooks
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& Brooks, 1993; Harmin, 1994). The ability to be self-managing and self-motivating is recognized as
vital to the success of an actively involved learner (Harmin, 1994). How one manifests these abilities
is a function of style. Research has also provided us with a neurological understanding of cognitive
style and the emotional consequences when the problem solving or change management context is
in conflict with an individual’s style (Sylwester, 1995; Wolfe, 2001). In discussing why otherwise
“intelligent” people fail, Sternberg (1986) cited 20 impediments such as: lack of motivation, lack of
impulse control, the inability to complete tasks and to follow through, the failure to initiate,
procrastination, excessive dependency, and distractibility. Each of these 20 impediments can be
viewed as resulting from manifestations of style preferences or psychological type, in which strengths
are not understood or are not employed in the service of productivity.
A study carried out by Treffinger, Young, Selby, and Shepardson (2002) reviewed and synthesized
the key personal characteristics associated with creativity.

They summarized the important

characteristics in four areas: generating ideas, digging deeper into ideas, exploring ideas with
openness and courage, and listening to one’s inner voice. The characteristics involving generating lead
to the production of promising options, while those involving focusing lead to workable solutions and
action plans. One conclusion of this study was that personality, style, type, and cognitive skills all play
important roles in the specific behavior of every individual problem solver, and the ways in which the
individual engages in the problem-solving process.
Our experience with various approaches to the question of style, especially when working with
students and professionals (e.g., Alter, 2000; Houtz, Selby, Esquivel, Okoye, Peters, & Treffinger,
2003a, b; Isaksen, Babij, & Lauer, 2003; Isaksen, Lauer, & Wilson, 2003; Selby, 1997a; Selby, 1997b;
Selby, Treffinger, Isaksen & Powers, 1993) led us to recognize the need for an approach more closely
related to Creative Problem Solving. Such an approach might enable teachers, trainers, group leaders,
or individual problem solvers to be more effective when learning, applying, or facilitating CPS. It
would help them to apply CPS in a natural, flexible way, consistent with their own personal strengths
(rather than feeling that they must conform to some presumed “correct way” to apply CPS). Style
theorists commonly propose that knowledge of style allows us to work from strength, while
developing areas of weakness, thereby becoming more balanced in approaching change and solving
problems. Responsiveness to and knowledge of style is theoretically sound, and can have
considerable practical value for learning and application that is engaging, challenging, and above all,
successful (Armstrong, 1987; Dunn, Dunn, & Treffinger, 1992).
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The Cognitive Styles Project
Our interest in the linkages between person and process led us to a key question that had
significant impact on our research; it is a question that still influences our inquiry into the effective
and efficient presentation and application of CPS. It is: “What approach to CPS works best, for
whom, and under what circumstances?” Posing this question led to the series of studies regarding
the impact of learning CPS (Isaksen & DeSchryver, 2000), as well as to the development of the
extended research initiative mentioned above, the Cognitive Styles Project (Isaksen, 2004).
The studies conducted during the Cognitive Styles Project used a variety of measures of learning
styles (Corbett-Whittier, 1986; McEwen, 1986; Wittig, 1985), cognitive styles (Hurley, 1993; Selby,
1991; Selby, Treffinger, Isaksen & Powers, 1993; Puccio, 1987; Wheeler, 1995; Zilewicz, 1986), and
psychological type (Tefft, 1990). Other studies examined the relationships between and among
various stylistic measures (e.g., Joniak & Isaksen, 1988; Isaksen, Lauer, & Wilson, 2003), between
measures of style and level of creativity (e.g., Dorval, 1990; Isaksen, Dorval & Kaufmann, 1992;
Isaksen & Puccio, 1988), and between measures of style and various manifestations of creative
behavior (Franklin, 1997; Holmes, 1995; Isaksen & Pershyn, 1994; Pershyn, 1992; Puccio, Treffinger
& Talbot, 1995). Finally, there were studies that investigated the relationship between cognitive
style and psychological climate (Isaksen, 2009; Isaksen & Kaufmann, 1990; Isaksen & Lauer, 1999)
and the impact of these relationships upon organizational behavior (Dutcher, 1997; Isaksen & Aerts,
2011; Kaufmann, Isaksen & Lauer, 1996).
The research initiatives, in interaction with our expanding perspectives on the need for
flexibility and personalization of the CPS framework, led us to approach the person-process
connections in new ways. We had many opportunities to observe that creative productivity is the
result of the combined influence of the characteristics an individual or group brings to the problemsolving situation (person) and the operations that are performed by the individual or group
(process), as well as the context (press) in which the problem exists and from which a solution will
be produced, and the type of outcomes that will meet the needs of the problem solvers.
In relation to problem-solving skills and creativity, then, the question of style led us in new
directions for research, training, and practical applications. Instead of asking, “How creative is this
person?” we learned to ask: “How is this person creative? This shift paved the way for a number of
new questions for research, including: What are her strengths? How does he learn best? What is
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unique about each individual? What type of learning or working environment will bring out the
person’s best? How do people channel and direct their creative energies? In what ways do people
depend on each other’s strengths? What strengths does each individual offer?”

Three Dimensions of Problem-Solving Style
The inquiry described above led us to a model of problem solving style that described three
important, but separate, dimensions of style. Two seemingly opposite problem solving styles anchor
each dimension. To clarify our thinking along these lines, we define problem-solving styles in terms
of behaviors and activities related to the problem-solving process and management of change:

Problem-solving styles are consistent individual differences in the ways people prefer
to plan and carry out generating and focusing activities, in order to gain clarity,
produce ideas, and prepare for action. An individual’s disposition towards change
management and problem solving is influenced in part by mindset, willingness to
engage in and respond to a situation as presented, and the attitudinal dimensions of
one’s personality. Preferences are natural leanings that support productivity.

In this definition, generating refers to seeking many, varied, or unusual possibilities, or adding
details and expanding on existing possibilities. Focusing refers to deliberate efforts to take many
options and draw them together toward a single goal, result, or action (Treffinger, Isaksen, & SteadDorval, 2006). In the following sections, we will briefly describe each of the three dimension of
VIEW (Orientation to Change, Manner of Processing, and Ways of Deciding), the preferences
associated with each, and the conceptual, research, and experiential foundations for each
dimension.

Orientation to Change (OC)
This dimension describes the person’s perceived preferences and dispositions for responding to and
managing structure, novelty, authority, and the search for information when managing change and
solving problems creatively. Two styles fall along a continuum from well-defined “Explorer” to welldefined “Developer.” The principal issues and themes of this dimension are:
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• Preferences for dealing with novelty and originality
• Preferences for and reactions to structure and authority
• Preferred strategy for searching for data, options, and understanding
This dimension also involves the individual's overall approach when dealing with complex,
ambiguous, important, and open-ended tasks and challenges. Three Elements contribute to a
person's overall Orientation Change: a preference for responding to and managing Structure and
Authority, Novelty, and one's Search Strategy.

Preferences for Orientation to Change
When solving problems or managing
change well-defined Explorers may:
• Break away from the system, and redefine the
problem
• View structure as limiting, confining
• Challenge authority, "bend" the rules
• Emphasize originality and uniqueness
• Press for extensive change and commitment to
action
• Know the newest trends and possibilities
• Tend to be ingenious and/or unconventional
• Tend to be spontaneous and free-flowing in their
ideas
• Emphasize starting new tasks and looking at the
"big picture"
• Often resist closure
• Produce ideas that others may not understanding
easily
• Emphasize generating
• Seek or try to establish a high level of autonomy
• Search broadly for data, understanding of the
challenge, and exciting solutions

When solving problems or managing
change well-defined Developers may:
• Stay within the existing paradigm or system, follow
rules and procedures as given
• Find benefits and support in structure
• Emphasize improvement and usefulness
• Focus on gradual, incremental change that leads to
improvement to the current situation
• Emphasize finding "just enough" new ideas
• Be seen as resourceful, dependable, consistent,
precise, thorough and efficient
• Provide sound planning and organization early in
the process
• Emphasize thorough completion of tasks and
attention to details
• Seek closure
• Emphasize focusing
• Know how to get ideas accepted by others
• Seek external guidance and approval, and only
limited autonomy
• Conduct a planned, focused search for data,
understanding, and workable solutions

Three Elements or Sub-Scales. Orientation to Change is the most complex construct of the three
dimensions. Research over the last decade has allowed us to expand the model in this regard. There
is now clear evidence that three elements contribute to one's overall Orientation to Change:
Preference for Novelty, Structure and Authority, and Search Strategy. The inclusion of these
elements has offered new insight in understanding the two OC styles (Selby, 2013).
In terms of Preference for Novelty, Explorers prefer to find or construct options that are highly
unusual or original. They find new, uncharted, directions appealing. They seek to generate many,
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unique, and varied ideas. Developers prefer to identify or construct improvements based on
precedent or experience, working carefully to improve on the familiar. They prefer identifying "just
enough" new ideas to meet the challenge.
When considering preferences for Structure and Authority, Explorers prefer self-derived efforts,
working in their own way to enable structure to emerge. They prefer to hold authority at a distance,
limiting imposed control while preferring autonomy in their approach – defining their own
approach and assuming approval. Developers seek the guidance of existing structure, with authority
close at hand offering guidance and direction – to ensure that what they produce will fit into the
existing boundaries. They find the presence of Structure and Authority enabling as they work to
meet a challenge.
Explorers prefer to engage in a Search Strategy that allows them to follow data and ideas
wherever they may lead. They search widely, with few or no limits or constraints as they search for
promising possibilities so as to ensure a broad array of sources, and a wide range of connections.
Developers prefer to follow a Search Strategy that is focused, well-planned, and deep. They tend to
seek practical, relevant data, and results that are workable, realistic, and efficient.

Moderate Preferences. Keep in mind that each dimension represents a continuum from one style
to its opposite (in this case Explorer to Developer). In order to clearly describe the characteristics of
style on this and the other two dimensions of VIEW, it is necessary to discuss those whose styles are
well-defined, those whose preferences approach the specific styles that anchor the ends of each of
the three continua. The styles that anchor each of these dimensions are clear, but seemingly
opposite. Towards the center of each continuum is a broad area of "Moderate" preferences.
Individuals with preferences that are more moderate may reflect one style or the other, but in a less
sharply differentiated manner. In general, those with a Moderate preference may be able to
understand and have empathy for the opposite style in that dimension beyond that experienced by
a person whose style preference is more pronounced. Moderates may undertake a “bridging” role.
Even so, an individual will usually have more in common, on a specific dimension, with those who
share their style preference, and less in common with those with the opposite style preference.
Those with moderate preferences may be influenced by the tasks on which they are working or the
people with whom they are working.
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Problem solvers with a Moderate Explorer preference may be more motivated and influenced
by tasks that involve novel goals or opportunities, while appreciating both the need for novelty and
the importance of practicality. They may seek novel and varied data sources and viewpoints, but
show an appreciation for a balance between variety and relevance. They may feel stress when
trying to seek a balance while advocated for ideas and positions or more well defined Explorers or
Developers. They may seek novel ways to make ideas workable, avoiding getting caught up in too
many details that might stifle novel solutions.
Individuals with a Moderate Developer style tend to seek tasks that are practical and realistic.
They appreciate the importance of practicality and the need for novelty and encourage a balanced
approach. They may search for practical, relevant resources that consider variety and novel sources.
They often can appreciate the approach of both well-defined Developers and well-defined Explorers
and advocate for each at appropriate times in the process. This may cause stress, especially when
seeking both balance and closure.
Those with moderate preferences on the OC dimension can use their understanding of the
contributing three elements to better understand the unique features of their style. Those whose
preferences are less well-defined may have traits that fall on the other side of the dimension and
may display behaviors associated with both Explorer and Developer preferences. For instance, a
Moderate Explorer whose preferences for Novelty and Structure reflect that style, but whose
Search Strategy is more in-line with a Developer style, may find common ground with Developers
(Selby, 2013). Understanding their three element preferences allows both Moderate Explorers and
Moderate Developers to “take a more nuanced approach when thinking about their own style”
(p.7) and the preferences of others.

Conceptual Foundations for OC
In developing the OC dimension, we drew from the work of Cattell and the IPAT group (1979), Dunn
& Dunn (1978; Dunn, Dunn, & Price, 1991, 1993); Gough (1964; Gough & Bradley, 1996), Jung
(1923, 1971), Kirton (1976), and from theory, research, and experience in creativity and Creative
Problem Solving. More recently, depth was added to our understanding of this dimension based on
work reported in Isaksen, Kaufmann & Bakken (in preparation), Isaksen (2012) and Selby (2013).
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From Cattell’s 16PF. VIEW's foundation drew upon several factors in this model, including G, M, and
Q1.
Factor G Expedient-Conscientious. The expedient individual is portrayed as one who disregards
rules, feels few obligations, with weaker superego strength. The conscientious individual is viewed
as persevering, proper, moralistic, rule-bound, and with stronger superego strength. People who
score low on Factor G tend to be unsteady in purpose. They are often causal and lacking in effort
for group undertakings and cultural demands. As with Explorers in the VIEW Model, their freedom
from group influence may lead to antisocial acts, but at times makes them more effective, while
their refusal to be bound by rules causes them to have less somatic upset from stress. Like
Developers in the VIEW Model, people who score high on Factor G tend to be exacting in character,
dominated by sense of duty, persevering, responsible, and planful. They are usually conscientious
and moralistic, and they prefer hard-working people to witty companions.
Factor M Practical-Imaginative. Practical implies careful, conventional, and regulated by
external realities; imaginative suggests: careless in practical matters, unconventional, and absentminded. Low scorers on Factor M tend to be anxious to do the right things. They share traits with
Developers, in that they are attentive to practical matters, and subject to the dictation of what is
obviously possible. They are concerned over detail, able to keep their heads in emergencies, but
are sometimes unimaginative. High scorers on Factor M share some Explorer traits. They tend to be
unconventional, unconcerned over everyday matters, self-motivated, imaginatively creative,
concerned with “essentials,” often absorbed in thought, and oblivious of particular people and
physical realities. Their interests sometimes lead to unrealistic situations accompanied by
expressive outbursts.
Factor Q1 Conservative-Experimenting. The conservative factor involves respecting established
ideas, being tolerant of traditional difficulties, and conservatism. Experimenting involves: liberal,
analytical, likes innovation, and radicalism. Low scorers on this factor might be compared to
Developers in that they are confident in what they have been taught to believe, and accept the
“tried and true,” despite inconsistencies, when something else might be better. They are cautious
and compromising in regard to new ideas. Thus, they tend to oppose and postpone change, are
inclined to go along with tradition, and more conservative in religion and politics, and tend not to
be interested in analytical or “intellectual” thought. High scorers tend to be more like Explorers.
They may be interested in intellectual matters and to have doubts on fundamental issues. They are
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skeptical and inquiring regarding ideas, either old or new. Usually they are more well informed,
more inclined to experiment in life generally, and more tolerant of inconvenience and change.
Isaksen (2012) and Isaksen, Kauffman & Bakken (2016) confirmed these expectations. In a
comparison with Cattell's 16 PF Developers tended toward conformity and being rule bound, being
less abstract and less open to change. They preferred more structure and solution oriented ideas,
while displaying an attachment to the familiar, and a focus on perfectionism and taking an
organized approach to problem-solving and change. Developers exhibited tough-mindedness,
prudence, self-restraint, and more self-control. Explorers were found to be more flexible in their
approach, more tolerant of disorder, and more non-conforming. They tended to be idea oriented,
intuitive, more independent, more animated and spontaneous, and more impulsive and open to
change.

From Dunn and Dunn. The dimensions and elements from Dunn and Dunn that were most highly
related to our conception of Explorer and Developer included: structure, persistence, and the need
for authority. Explorers prefer to minimize the impact of structure and see it as confining. If they
experience an increase in structure and authority they will see it as constrictive. Developers in the
VIEW model want structure, and see it as enabling. Developers have a desire for both structure and
authority and if it is absent the gap may be a strong factor in their performance. This work suggests
that the structure variable is only in part concerned with “presence or absence;” the variable also
concerns your response or reaction to structure, the way you behave under varying degrees or
kinds of structure, and your preference for using structure and authority as aids to your problemsolving activities.

From Gough’s California Psychological Inventory. VIEW's foundation for OC draws on three scales
from the CPI: the Ac, Ai, and Fx scales.
Ac Scale (Achievement via conformance). This scale involves the factors of interest and
motivation that facilitate achievement in any setting where conformance is a positive behavior.
Those with high scores tend to be seen as capable, cooperative, efficient, organized, responsible,
stable, and sincere, as being persistent and industrious, and as valuing intellectual activity and
intellectual achievement. They reflect many of the traits associated with Developers in the VIEW
Model, while those with low scores tend to be more aligned with the less positive aspects of the
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Explorer style. They may be seen as coarse, stubborn, aloof, awkward, insecure, and opinionated,
easily disorganized under stress or pressures to conform, and pessimistic about their occupational
futures.
Ai Scale (Achievement via independence). This scale seeks to identify those factors of interest
and motivation that facilitate achievement in any setting where autonomy and independence are
positive behaviors. Those with high scores tend to be seen as mature, forceful, strong, dominant,
demanding, foresighted, independent, and self-reliant, and more closely align with Explorers in the
VIEW Model. Those with low scores, as with some Developers, tend to be seen as inhibited,
anxious, cautious, dissatisfied, wary, and as submissive and compliant before authority.
Fx Scale (Flexibility). This scale indicates the degree of flexibility and adaptability of a person’s
thinking and social behavior. Those with high scores may reflect the Explorer style in the VIEW
Model. They tend to be seen as insightful, informal, adventurous, confident, humorous, rebellious,
idealistic, assertive, egoistic, sarcastic and cynical, and as highly concerned with personal pleasure
and diversion. As with Developers, those with low scores tend to seen as deliberate, cautious,
worrying, industrious, guarded, mannerly, methodical, rigid, formal or pedantic in thought, and
overly deferential to authority, custom, and tradition.

From Jung. Aspects of OC also built on the Jungian sensing and intuition and judging and perception
dimensions.
Sensing and Intuition. From Sensing, we derived the focus on: practical, concrete, detail,
careful, specific, moving from the concrete to the abstract, soundness, present orientation as traits
that might also be associated with a Developer style. From Intuition, we derived a focus on:
inspiration, meaning, working between the lines, insight, general concepts, patterns, and future
orientation. These aligned with the Explorer style
Judging and Perception. We drew from the Judging orientation when considering the Explorer
style. We focused on the need for: a clear structure (to start), completion, closure, orderly plan,
consistency, and predictability. For the Developer style we drew from the Perceiving attitude
focusing on: dynamic structure and planning, open exploration moving to an emergent structure,
being stimulated by new and different ideas, gathering more information, and openness to new
experience.
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From Kirton’s Adaption-Innovation Theory. Kirton built his theory from experiences of
organizational change, and the cognitive style aspects of individuals’ preferences or use of structure
or paradigms. More adaptive individuals tend to over use structure, while more innovative
individuals tend to underuse structure. The Explorer prefers the proliferation of new ideas,
embraces novelty, and prefers change that is on the edge and doing things differently. The
Developer is concerned more with: efficiency, consistency, thoroughness and predictability,
sufficiency of originality, being cautious about novelty, preferring incremental improvement, and
doing things better.

From the creativity literature. Based on our experience with problem-solving groups in many
settings, and drawing on the literature involving personal creativity characteristics (e.g., Treffinger
et al., 2002), we identified many factors related to the OC dimension of VIEW. These included:
divergent dispositions; openness to experience (cautious versus embracing); tolerance of ambiguity
(closure, clarity, certainty and control and minimizing risk versus acceptance of uncertainty, lack of
control and willing to risk); originality (desire for high originality versus constrained); fluency
(seeking high quantity versus limited numbers); spontaneous or adaptive flexibility. When “digging
deeper” or focusing, the Explorer prefers immediate action, “getting it over with,” spontaneity,
closure that emerges in progress, and breadth. The Developer prefers depth of analysis and prefers
to be methodical, planful, and certain of closure.

Manner of Processing
This dimension describes preferences for working externally (i.e., with other people throughout the
process) or internally (i.e., thinking and working alone before sharing ideas with others) when
managing change and solving problems. It addresses dispositions for how and when personal inner
energy and resources, the energy and resources of others, and the environment are used. Two
styles fall along a continuum from well-defined “External” to well-defined “Internal.” The principal
issues and themes of this dimension are:
• Preferences for managing information and flow when problem solving
• Preferences for when and how during the problem-solving process personal ideas and
thoughts are shared
• The impact of interacting with others, does it build or deplete energy?
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Preferences for Manner of Processing
When solving problems or managing
change well-defined Externals may:
• Start talking about options and ideas right away
• Put ideas out tentatively, ready to revise and
reformulate along the way
• Derive energy from interaction with others.
• Find reflection, especially early in the process,
challenging
• Urge immediate action
• Share ideas freely with a broad range of people
• Seek a great deal of input from others and the
environment before reaching closure
• Be seen as filled with energy, rushing into things
• Be seen as impatient if asked to think too long about
things

When solving problems or managing
change well-defined Internals may:
• Want to think about options and ideas before
discussing them
• Share ideas with others after having time to reflect
and polish them
• Draw energy from reflection and quiet
• Feel challenged if pressured to talk about ideas
quickly and/or without reflection
• Seek action after giving it careful consideration
• Share ideas with others after establishing trust and
confidence
• Build ideas personally, then seek feedback
selectively
• Be perceived as quiet, pensive or withdrawn
• Be perceived as impatient if press to share too
soon

Moderate Preferences. Individuals with a more moderate Manner of Processing may find it easier
to flex between certain aspects of each style on this continuum. They may understand and see the
value of the approach of the opposite preference. They may find other factors such as the nature of
the task, motivation, or the situation to be stronger influences on their behaviors and interactions
when engaged in problem solving or managing change.
Moderate External processors may be able to balance the External and Internal factors when
considering possible opportunities and challenges. When generating ideas, they may emphasize
those involving social activities and interaction. While they enjoy a lively exchange, they are able to
balance that with a need for reflection, often choosing a blend of active, social and contemplative
activities. They may be more sensitive to the needs for Internal processors to have time to quietly
reflect on and develop their ideas. They may find it challenging to draw out those Internal
participants when more well defined Externals are pushing for immediate action.
When solving problems or managing change Moderate Internal processors tend to balance
Internal and External factors in most tasks. They identify challenges, solutions and possible plans of
action through careful quiet reflection and analysis balanced with an open exchange of ideas early
in the process. They may work on their own to seek and use data, but readily share sources and the
direction that their search is taking. They may need help to find appropriate opportunities to share
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their thinking with others. While they enjoy thoughtful reflection, they find value in group
discussions when evaluating ideas.

Conceptual Foundations for MP
In developing this dimension, we drew from the work of Cattell (IPAT, 1979), Costa and McCrae
(1985, 1992, 1995), Dunn and Dunn (1978), Eysenck (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1963, 1991), Gough
(1964), Jung (1923, 1971), and from the creativity literature.

From Cattell’s 16PF. VIEW's foundation for MP drew Cattell's Factor H, which involves: Shy
(restrained, threat-sensitive, timid) and Venturesome (socially bold, uninhibited, spontaneous).
Individuals who score low on this trait tend to be shy, withdrawing, cautious, retiring, “wallflowers.”
They usually have inferiority feelings and tend to be slow and impeded in speech and in expressing
themselves. They dislike occupations with personal contacts, prefer one or two close friends to
large groups, and are given to keeping in contact with all that is going on around them. We have
identified some of these traits as risks for Internal processors in the VIEW Mode. Like External
processors, individuals who score high on Factor H are often sociable, bold, ready to try new things,
spontaneous, and abundant in emotional response. Their “thick-skinned” nature enables them to
face wear and tear in dealing with people and grueling emotional situations, without fatigue.
However, they can be careless of detail, ignore danger signals, and consume much time talking.
Reporting on a study with 167 Norwegian students who completed both VIEW and the 16PF,
Isaksen (2012) noted that Internal processors were less socially bold and more hesitant. They were
also more careful, more prone to self-doubt, individualistic, self-reliant and more solitary. They also
had a tendency toward perfectionism, social inhibition, and were more reserved. On the other hand
External processors were more socially bold, group oriented, and outgoing. They tended toward
extraversion and dominant behavior.

From Costa & McCrae’s five factor model of personality. The extraversion (or “sugency”) factor
includes sociability, activity, dominance, and the tendency to experience positive emotions, in
contrast with quiet, reserved, or withdrawn. Howard and Howard (1995), drawing on work by Costa
& McCrae, characterized this dimension in relation to six “facets” through which introversion and
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extraversion might be compared; these were:

Facets

Introvert

Extravert

Warmth

Reserved, formal

Affectionate; friendly; intimate

Gregariousness

Seldom seeks company

Gregarious; prefers company

Assertiveness

Stays in background

Assertive; speaks up; leads

Activity

Leisurely pace

Vigorous pace

Excitement-Seeking

Low need for thrills

Craves excitement

Positive Emotions

Less exuberant

Cheerful, optimistic

From Dunn and Dunn. The elements drawn from the work of Dunn and Dunn include noise, in that
the external prefers to have noise present, while the internals prefer quiet. Externals prefer
learning with peers, internal prefer to learn alone. When it comes to proximity of authority,
externals prefer to have them near and talking, internals prefer to have them absent. Externals
prefer to learn in several ways, internals prefer to have one best way. Externals prefer an auditory
mode (hear it and talk about it). Internals prefer a visual mode (look and read). Externals prefer
mobility, and internals do not.

From Eysenck. One of the three higher order scales is extraversion (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1963;
Eysenck & Eysenck, 1991; Guilford, 1977). It includes active-inactive, sociable-unsociable,
expressive-inhibited, assertive-submissive, ambitious-unambitious, dogmatic-flexible, and
aggressive-peaceful, to represent this scale.

From Gough’s California Psychological Inventory. VIEW's MP dimension also drew upon constructs
from two CPI scales.
The Sy Scale. Identifying persons of outgoing, sociable, participative temperament. Those with
high scores tend share traits with Externals. They may be seen as outgoing, enterprising, and
ingenious; as being competitive and forward; and as original and fluent in thought. Again, those
with low scores may reflect risk factors associated with Internal processers. They tend to be seen as
awkward, conventional, quiet, submissive, unassuming, detached and passive in attitude,
suggestible, and, overly influenced by others’ reactions and opinions.
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The Sp Scale. Assessing factors such as poise, spontaneity, and self-confidence in personal and
social interaction. Like Externals in our model, those with high scores tend to be seen as clever,
enthusiastic, imaginative, quick, informal, talkative, active and vigorous, and having an expressive,
ebullient nature. Low scores on this scale may also reflect Internal traits. Individuals with low scores
tend to be seen as deliberate, moderate, patient, self-restrained, vacillating and uncertain in
decisions, literal, and unoriginal in thinking and judging.

From Jung. In the MP dimension of VIEW, we also drew about the Extraversion and Introversion
dimension of Jung's work. The particular aspects of extraversion that are relevant to the External
style on this dimension include: talking to help thoughts form and become clear; physical
engagement of the environment; preference for verbal and non-verbal interaction; attention
focused outward to objective events; acting first, reflecting later; thinking out loud and using
discussion to clarify ideas; and, awareness of the ideas of others. The particular aspects of
introversion related to the Internal style on this dimension include: preference for quiet reflection;
keeping thoughts to oneself; attention that flows inward; being engrossed in inner events, ideas
and concepts; learning in private, individual ways; reflecting first, acting later; working privately and
then checking with someone who is trusted; private processing; processing at one’s own pace; and,
polishing one’s thoughts before sharing or presenting them.

From the creativity literature and our experience in the field. Several characteristics commonly
associated with creativity appear to be relevant to the Processing dimension. One set of
characteristics identified by Treffinger et al. (2002) was “Listening to one’s own inner voice.” In this
area, the Internal starts inside (with the “inner voice”) and then goes outside to others, while the
External moves in the opposite direction. We have often observed this when people are applying
CPS, and particularly in the Understanding the Challenge and Preparing for Action components. In
relation to team collaboration, internals look to collaborate in order to extend the refining and
development they already started in their own reflection. Externals look to collaborate for the
initial creation and development of options, and prefer to reflect later. In groups applying CPS,
Internals are concerned if they do not have time to think, while Externals prefer to use their time to
test and shape, retest and develop their thoughts.
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Ways of Deciding (WD)
The third VIEW dimension deals with how individuals prefer to balance task concerns with personal
or interpersonal needs. What is emphasized when focusing or moving towards decisions and action?
Two styles fall along a continuum from well-defined “Person” to well-defined “Task.” The principal
issues and themes of this dimension are:
• The factors that get first priority when focusing or deciding
• What starting point is preferred
• How are trade-offs considered and made

Preferences for Ways of Deciding
When solving problems or managing
change Person-focused deciders may:
• Work to promote harmony and positive interpersonal
relationships
• Choose criteria that are personal and/or sensitive to
people's feelings
• Choose criteria that are more subjective
• Give primary attention to what is good, attractive, or
pleasing about an option
• Emphasize the personal or inter-personal impact or
consequences of a proposed decision
• Seek solutions or decisions that all concerned can buy
into
• React to ideas as being one with the person
• Prefer softer lit, more congenial and informal
environments and/or workspaces

When solving problems or managing
change Task-focused deciders may:
• Emphasize what is logical or rational
• Choose criteria that they consider objective,
authoritative, and verifiable
• Give primary attention to what is wrong with an
option, or what its needs in order to be
implemented
• Look first to standards, rigor or quality of outcomes
or results
• Welcome "letting the chips fall where they may …"
• Seek the best solution or response
• React to ideas as being separate from the person
• Prefer well-lit and more formal environments
and/or workspaces

Moderate Preferences. Those individuals whose preferences for Ways of Deciding are more
moderate may find that their behavior varies depending on the situation of context. This may make
understanding or describing one's style difficult. Moderates on this dimension may find it easer to
understand the outlook and preferences of either the Person or Task style, and to communicate
with those who demonstrate an opposite preference.
Moderate Person deciders may have patience with those who exhibit the characteristics of the
Task style and may demonstrate an understanding of the benefits of objectivity. They often prefer
to identify possible opportunities and challenges in ways that relate to people and human concern,
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but also consider important task factors. Those with a moderate Person Way of Deciding may be
willing, in the right circumstances to consider putting "human factors" second to a well-reasoned
conclusion. Their approach to deciding may be more influenced by factors such as motivation, the
situation or the flow of information. They may appreciate and generate problem statements, ideas,
and coursed of action that address human or interpersonal issues and relationships, but that are
also logical and justifiable.
Those whose style reflects a Moderate Task preference may identify possible challenges,
opportunities, ideas, and courses of action that relate to important task factors, but also consider
people. When discussing possible courses of action that may strive to balance the task factors with
consideration of person type issues. They are more willing to consider human factors as part of the
"bottom line" and can be more patient with the need of those with a Person style to seek
consensus. Task deciders may be helpful when working gin groups by looking logically and
rigorously at options while also deferring judgment and acting constructively with other people.

Conceptual Foundations for WD
In developing this dimension, we drew from the work of Cattell (IPAT, 1979), Costa and McCrae
(1985, 1992, 1995), Gough (1964), Jung (1923, 1971), and from the creativity literature.

From the “Five Factor” Theorists. One of the “Big 5” factors is often described as agreeableness or
likability. It includes such elements as agreeable, friendly, kind, trusting, helpful, praising,
sympathetic, diplomatic, docile, good-natured, on the one pole, and cold, quarrelsome, hardhearted, critical, indifferent to others, and disagreeable, on the other. Howard and Howard (1995),
drawing on Costa and McCrae’s work, suggested five important facets: trust (cynical, skeptical
versus sees others as honest and well-intentioned); straightforwardness (guarded, stretches truth
versus straightforward, frank); altruism (reluctance to get involved versus willingness to help
others); modesty (feeling superior to others versus self-effacing, humble); and tender-mindedness
(hardheaded, rational versus tender-minded, easily moved).

From Gough’s California Psychological Inventory. In both of the scales below, a high score might be
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aligned with both the positive traits and risk factors of a Person focus on decision-making in the
VIEW model, while low scores might be associated with a Task focus.
The Py Scale. Measures the degree to which the individual is interested in, and responsive to,
the inner needs, motives, and experiences of others. Those with high scores tend to be seen as
observant, spontaneous, quick, perceptive, talkative, resourceful, changeable, verbally fluent and,
socially ascendant, and rebellious toward rules, restrictions, and constraints. Those with low scores
tend to seen as apathetic, peaceable, serious, cautious, and unassuming, slow and deliberate in
tempo, and overly conforming and conventional.
The Gi Scale. Identifying persons capable of creating a favorable impression, who are concerned
about how others react to them. Those with high scores tend to be seen as cooperative,
enterprising, outgoing, sociable, warm, helpful, concerned with making a good impression, diligent,
and persistent. Those with low scores tend to be seen as inhibited, cautious, shrewd, aloof,
resentful, cool and distant in the relationships with others, and self-centered or too little concerned
with the needs and wants of others.

From Jung: Thinking and Feeling. From Jung’s conception of thinking types we draw upon the
following characteristics when developing traits associated with a Task focus on this dimension:
making impersonal judgments; reaching “detached,” well-reasoned conclusions; seeking objective
truth; emphasizing logical principles and order; analyze; staying cool and free from emotion; readily
finding flaws and offering critiques; preferring clarity; striving for mastery over material;
emphasizing cause and effect, standards, rigor, and best solutions. From Jung’s conception of
feeling types we drew upon the following characteristics when developing traits associated with a
Person focus: caring judgments; taking motives and personal values into account; attending to
relationships; seeking harmony; personalizing to set priority; staying tuned to emotions;
appreciating people and things; caring deeply with a human angle; learning through personal
relationships; warm and friendly; helping and responding to needs; rapport.

From the creativity literature. Task and Person preferences are clearly related to the ways
individuals define tasks and problems. Task-oriented deciders structure challenges and problem
statements that are sound, analytic, and clearly consistent with facts and evidence. Person-oriented
deciders identify challenges and problem statements that address personal feelings and needs or
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interpersonal harmony and relationships. When preparing for action, individuals with a Task
preference prefer precise, detailed solutions that can be justified and verified objectively.
Individuals with a People preference give greater attention to personal responsibilities for action,
collaboration, and support. When using criteria and focusing their thinking, Task-oriented deciders
prefer explicit criteria, while People-oriented deciders prefer implicit criteria. Task-oriented
individuals tend to drive toward completion and results (investing their energy in systematic
implementation) and people-oriented deciders focus on climate creation and creating opportunities
for people to grow.
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Conclusion
Our work in developing the VIEW Model of Problem Solving Style was based on decades of research
and field experience in the areas of cognitive style, learning style, psychological type, and applied
creative problem solving. A basic principle of that work is that problem solving is a natural human
trait, and that each individual has creative potential. Individuals can move more effectively towards
realizing that potential with training, instruction, practice, and self-understanding. We began by
exploring the issues surrounding problem-solving style, drawing from an extensive review of the
literature. This led to preliminary outlines of our model and to the development of a supporting
measure. VIEW: An Assessment of Problem Solving Style (Selby, Treffinger, & Isaksen, 2007). Both
the VIEW Model, and the assessment, are founded in our work with the CPS process as described by
Alex Osborn (1948, 1953) and those who followed in his footsteps.
Individuals engaged in problem solving need to be able to work through the three main
components (gaining clarity, producing ideas, and preparing for action) by working through such
stages as gathering data, framing the problem, identifying and refining promising solution or
options, and devising a plan of action which will address the challenge (Treffinger, Isaksen, & SteadDorval, 2006). They will also use various tools and techniques to generate and focus their ideas and
thinking. Effective problem solvers need to be able to use any of these tools and techniques, and
work through the appropriate components and stages of the process. They should believe that they
can do so successfully and effectively. There is no specific way for applying the process, people can,
and will, use the components, stages, and tools in ways that are unique to them, and still be
effective. One style does not mean that a person cannot generate ideas, and another does not
mean that thinking cannot be focused. But, by understanding their individual style, people can learn
to engage in the entire process, or employ appropriate tools and techniques, in ways that are most
effective for them.
The three dimensions of VIEW were selected deliberately because they reflected our combined
understanding of problem-solving style. Each dimension efficiently and practically brings together
important constructs from a wide variety of theoretical approaches. We found that these three
dimensions could easily be the basis for meaningful individual and group feedback, feedback that
be managed and used constructively. Each dimension is based on our research and experience and
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reflects the ways in which people act when engaged in any problem-solving process. We also noted
that the strength of a specific preference varies from individual to individual. For some one style
may be very clear, and well defined. For others that same style may be more moderate. To aid
individuals in gaining an understanding of their unique style we developed an assessment
instrument to represent the six styles of the VIEW model in a practical, operational manner. This
instrument, VIEW: An Assessment of Problem Solving Style (Selby, Treffinger, and Isaksen, 2007) is
described in several related publications that can be found at http://www.viewstyle.net. The VIEW
Model can provide a meaningful foundation that can enable individuals to gain greater selfunderstanding, and to help teams and organizations become more effective and efficient.
One important consideration in our development of an assessment problem-solving style was
the extent to which the measure should be conceptually focused not only on style, but include a
specific creative process framework within its scope. We have found that different VIEW styles have
clear preferences for various aspects and tools of CPS (e.g. Isaksen & Geuens, 2007), but this does
not mean that VIEW is a direct measure of process. We have observed that some other style
measures link their assessment to a specific creative process framework (Basadur & Basadur, 2011;
Basadur, Graen & Wakabayashi, 1990; Puccio, 1999; Puccio, Wheeler & Cassandro, 2004) implying
that style should be conceptually integrated with a particular description of the creative process.
The challenge with these approaches is that they may confound measurement, and there is a
danger that individuals get the idea that they are only competent in one part of the creative
process.
Regardless of their preferred style, problem solvers need to be able to productively approach all
stages and aspects of any particular model of the creative process. Some researchers have argued
that process should remain distinct from elements of style and level (De Ciantis & Kirton, 1996;
Hayes & Allison, 1998). The value of keeping these distinct is that individuals can and do apply
cognitive strategies that are less congenial to their preferred approaches (Dane, Pratt, Baer &
Oldham, 2011; Messick, 1984). This sort of coping behavior may be sustained by motivation and the
perception of the importance of the task at hand. The amount of energy an individual puts into this
coping behavior could be minimized by learning and applying alternative creative thinking
strategies, tools, and techniques. Problem-solving style could be a useful tool for metacognitive
monitoring, control, and modification of problem-solving strategies (Flavell, 1979).
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Another practical implication of the style-process distinction may apply when individuals must
collaborate and work together creatively and cooperatively. When working in groups and teams, it
may be possible for problem-solving style to play a supportive role in social metacognition (Frith &
Frith, 2012; Jost, Kruglanski & Nelson, 1998). For example, if individuals were aware of their
preferences when working together on a creative problem-solving task, they could arrange their
work so that the individuals with the appropriate style preferences could take the lead on the
elements of the task with the most congenial fit. Some experimental research supports this
assertion (e.g. Main, Delcourt, & Treffinger, 2019). The potential benefit of this sort of coverage
should also be the subject of further research and should be linked with the emerging concept of
social metacognition.
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